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Philatelic Specialists Society of Canada to Sponsor Literature Grand Prix at CAPEX 22
Bob Vogel, President PSSC, announces that PSSC will sponsor the Literature Grand Prix at CAPEX 22, the
first international philatelic exhibition held in Canada in the past 25 years. PSSC will also host a society reception and philatelic presentation at the exhibition.
In his announcement he says: “the PSSC constitution states “PSSC is a forum for knowledgeable discussion
of philatelic subjects by its members who are involved in philatelic exhibiting, study, research and publishing”, and one of the Society’s objectives is “to foster philatelic research and study by appropriate means.”
By sponsoring the Grand Prix award for the Literature Competition at CAPEX 22 I believe we are accomplishing both of these goals.”
About CAPEX 22
CAPEX 22 International One Frame Stamp Championship Exhibition will be held June 9-12, 2022 at the Metro Toronto Convention Centre (MTCC) in the heart or Toronto’s downtown entertainment district and with
400+ frames CAPEX 22 will also be the largest showing of one frame exhibits at any exhibition, ever. The
exhibition will also have a wonderful array of philatelic literature exhibits both in tradition print format and
with four categories of digital literature including philatelic websites. The exhibition’s bourse area will consist of more than 75 Canadian and International dealers, providing a full range of philatelic material for exhibition attendees. CAPEX 22 is being held under the patronage of the Federacion Interamericana de Filatelia (FIAF) and with the recognition of Federation Internationale de Philatélie (FIP). Further information on
CAPEX 22 is available at https://capex22.org/
About PSSC
The Philatelic Specialists Society of Canada comprises scholars of philately, specializing in a diversity of subjects. Founded in 1954, the Society emphasizes sharing knowledge by means of lectures, publications and
competitive exhibiting. Members’ achievements in advanced philately are celebrated with awards and special events.
Monthly meetings feature learned presentations, are held on the premises of The Vincent Graves Greene
Philatelic Research Foundation, Toronto, Ontario, though Zoom meetings have replaced them during the
past year. Additional lectures are hosted at major philatelic exhibitions throughout Canada and occasionally abroad. Further information is available at https://www.philatelicspecialistssociety.com/
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